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A healthy skin is naturally beautiful ...
Aesthetics is a distinctive profession, without a doubt one of the most beautiful, as
it associates technology with the human being.
BIOFIL’s mission is to meet ALL of the skin’s vital needs so as to provide it
with a healthy and balanced life in order to allow it to progress harmoniously in
time.
At every stage of the Biofil’s creation, each option chosen has been dictated by the
skin revitalization and the will to enhance the value of the beautician’s abilities with
the concern of offering a complete, efficient and especially personal service.
CYTOPHYLACTIE is the name we have given to this technology : cyto for cells
and phylactie for protection.

The cytophylactie
The fundamental principle of the complete technology lies in one simple
observation :

« Beautiful skin is above all a harmonious skin »
To obtain this, the cellular life of the entire skin must be taken into consideration.
In fact, normal functioning skin cells engender a healthy and balanced skin.
This process has a name : the cellular revitalization.
Our way of life remains one of the factors of the deficiencies’ origin. Consequently
the cells grow tired and the ageing process accelerates. The reduction of mineral,
vitamin or oxygenation reserves cause a sort of cellular asphyxia.
The absorption of cytobiological elements that possess perfect information bring
increased vigour and progressively correct all weaknesses. As the principal objective
is the fight against ageing by general stimulation of all cells to obtain a new vitality
well above average, it is therefore logical that the cytobiology-cosmetics may help
the healing of tissue, the elimination of stretch marks and other skin problems.
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The treatment
To establish a preferably personalized treatment, the different factors, such as
problems to be treated, internal causes and their influences, the way of life, age,
heredity, corporal rhythms, must be studied with the utmost attention.
From this analysis, where the points to be modified are looked for, the treatment
outline will be created. Consequently, it should be possible to meet all the skin’s
requirements. The skin remains the one and only master.
It is certain that sound studies, continuous training, psychological knowledge of the
client and complementary technological approaches - such as, for example, the
Biofil rhythmical massage and the lymphatic drainage - a sense of observation and
analysis enable this work to be approached with determination.

The BIOFIL range
To fully understand the conception of the Biofil products, you must ONLY think
about the cellular life and NOT about the different problems (dry skin, wrinkles, ...).
In this way, unlike the other cosmetic ranges where each case creates a product,
Biofil prefers to rectify the cellular weaknesses to solve all skin problems. The great
advantage lies in the opportunity to create a rational range where each product is
essential. Obviously, in this way, each product can have several uses. Furthermore,
this technology requires the creation of a personal treatment composed of care in a
beauty centre and daily application of the products at home. In this way the
beautician may carry out a more creative and passionate job.

The compound
The main compound is made up :
1. Phyto-cytological extracts with a composition the most complex on the
cosmetic market.
2. Un complexe of 4 vitamins - A,C,E,F
The cytological extract works directly on the cellular metabolism and the general
regularization of the skin. It is thanks to this that it is possible to devise a range
including only 8 product types while preserving the diversity of the treatment and
their effectiveness. This rationality is volontary so as to avoid wastage, because each
product is essential and indispensable to guarantee a good skin metabolism. Finally,
ALL the products contain cytological extracts which gives this range a high
revitalization capacity.
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Products for cleansing (Face & Body)
Bio-active milk
1. Perfect but gentle cleansing of the face
2. Very good cleanser
3. Cleansing milk for the eyes
4. Revitalization effect given by the cytological extracts
5. Gives a pleasant sensation of freshness

Bio-active lotion
1. Restores the skin’s PH which is slightly modified after the milk application.
2. Completes the face cleaning.
3. Cleans and prepares the body.
4. Preparation of the skin for the beauty centre and home treatment.
5. Improvement of the peripheral vascularity.
6. Treatment of dry skin.
7. Anti-inflammatory action.
8. Prevention treatment of scalp.
9. Revitalization effect given by the cytological extracts.
10. When mixed with the mask cream to be mixed ONLY in the beauty centre
gives a slight peeling effect
.

Revitalization - Regeneration
There exists a big difference between the notion of Revitalization (Bio-active
Cream) and Regeneration (Intensive Cream). With REVITALIZATION, the
cellular functioning is strengthened, giving a Qualitative effect, while the
REGENERATION concerns the cellular structure with a more Quantitative
objective.
Of course, these two effects are complementary and it is not always easy to
determine the revitalization from the regeneration. Often it is experience that
enables to apprehend all the differences between these actions. However, as a
general rule the Intensive line is used when the tissues must manifestly be
regenerated, as for example with wrinkles, stretch marks, grazes, psoriasis,....
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Treatment creams (Face and Body)
The Biofil range has two specific creams that contain their own cytological
complex for :

BIO-ACTIVE Cream
INTENSIVE Cream

= Revitalization
= Cellular regeneration

Bio-active cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Revitalization of the skin (Face and Body)
Protection against external aggression
Regularizes and conserves the moisture of the skin
Strengthens colourless and lifeless skin
Treatment of young or normal skin
Basis of all Biofil treatment
Suitable for greasy skin
Tones up the face

Intensive cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Regeneration of the skin (Face and Body)
Treatment of stretch marks
Tones down wrinkles of the face
Increases cellular oxygenation
Treatment of all skin problems, eczema, burns
Suitable for dry skin
Treatment of acne, cysts, spots
Treatment of psoriasis
Improves blood circulation and the irrigation of the conjonctive tissue.
Treatment for blotches, varices and varicose veins in the legs
For fragile and fine skin
Treatment of the wound after a long period of keeping in bed
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Mask cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Stimulation of the skin
Activates the blood circulation
Regeneration effect with Intensive Cream
Excellent for colourless and lifeless skin
Regularization of skin moisture
Increases cellular oxygenation
Gives a soft and fresh skin
Treatment for acne and greasy skin

Massage Oil
This oil can be used alone during a relaxing massage as well as face than body.
But, its major role is, in beauty saloon, to be mixed with the cream(s) or the mix
between cream and phial for making the massage easier.
A few drops of this massage oil are more than enough to realize a massage of at
least 15 minutes.

Bio-active fluid (Face and Body)
This is the best product to show the spirit of rationality in which the Biofil’s range
has been developed. In fact, it has a multitude of applications which are at the same
time different and yet complementary.
First of all, it’s a fluid cream having all the characteristics of a cream but with a
different texture. Taking this texture into account, it is used more as a Day Cream
but it can also be used as a Night Cream.
Furthermore, this fluidity associated with its revitalizing cytological structure enables
it to be used as a Body Milk. It would be ideal for relaxing legs that feel heavy after
a long day’s work. For that matter, this vascularity aspect is brought to the fore
during pregnancy to avoid swelling of the legs.
Equally, thanks to this fluidity, by the addition of an effective sun filter with an
exposure value of 14/16 - 16 = total sunblock, this product also becomes a perfect
Suntan Lotion and through its moisturizing and calming properties due to its
cytological composition, it is an After-sun Lotion.
It is true that, at first glance, one could be surprised at the variety of applications
offered, but, when thought about, the following elements : the fluid texture, the
cytological composition and the sun protection exposure value, absolutely justify
this particularity.
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Bio-active fluid (Face and Body)
Day cream
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Revitalization and regeneration of the skin
Make-up base
For men, to be used as an after-shave
Corrects pigmentation defects (Face)
Moisturises with the bio-active Cream
Gives a pleasant sensation of freshness

Body milk
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Moisturizing of the body
Favours skin regeneration when combined with the Intensive cream
Tones up the body skin
Circulation with the Intensive Cream
Prevents swelling of the legs (pregnancy)
Prevention and treatment of stretch marks at puberty
Treatment of the scalp (dandruff, eczema,..) and also scalp psoriasis
Corrects pigmentation defects (body)

Suntan and After-sun lotions
1. With its high sun filter, protects the skin very well
(for the whole family, including children)
2. With its revitalization effect, favours tanning
3. Used as an after-sun, moisturises and fixes the suntan
4. Treatment for sunburn

Cellular regeneration phials
Serums phials : There are two kinds of serum : Cellular serum and Intensive
serum. They contain two main kinds of extracts : the cytological (20 %) and the
biological.

Fields of applications :
In the beauty centre, the beautician can use the phials on their own (after cleansing
and before the massage with the cream) or mixed with the cream and mask. In
which case, when a cream and a phial are mixed together a NEW PRODUCT is
created, but it must be used immediately.
Cellular serum : More particulary élaborated for anti-wrinkle treatment with a
slight tensor effect, this phial may also be suitable in cases of toning up, skin
moisture, … - Intensive Serum : Having a specific cytological complex, it is
advisable to suggest its use in the case of regeneration.
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Treatment in the beauty centre
Treatment in the beauty centre includes 4 cares : the cleansing, stimulation,
massage and mask application.
As the action’s basis is to revitalize the skin’s cells, bear in mind during the
development of the care’s outline that it is included in a homogeneous set.
At each stage of the care, a global massage of the face, chest or body must be
combined with very local applications of products, and this in order to treat the
problem zones in depth. This specific action will make a very good impression on
the immediate result.
The massage is always done manually and the moves that are made in a light
stroking style are soft yet firm. Avoid electrical equipment such as the high frequence
or ionization because the assimilation of the cytological particles are not able to
occur.

1. The cleansing and cleaning
Remove the make-up meticuously from the face, neck and décolleté with the
Bio-active milk so as to have perfectly clean and clear skin. Also use the milk
make-up remover for eyes.
Complete this cleaning with the use of the Bio-active lotion in order to
refresh the face, restabilize the acidity level and favour absorption of the
cellular filtrates. For a better effectiveness, the application of the lotion will
be done as slowly as possible, without neglecting any parts of the face. So as
to complete the cleaning, prepare a mixture of the Mask Cream and the
Lotion and apply it to the face. The resting time is 5 minutes and a light
massage may be performed that will give a light peeling effect.
Several proportions are conceivable, but it must simply be remembered that :
•

For greasy skins, acnes and blotches, the proportion of the Mask
Cream will be more important than the Bio-active Lotion, even going
as far as using this mask pure.

•

For normal skins requiring only a cleaning in depth, the proportion of
the Mask Cream will be equal to the Bio-active Lotion.

•

For dirty skins and blackheads, the proportion of Bio-active Lotion will
be greater than the Mask Cream.
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Treatment in the beauty centre
2. The stimulation
This stage is carried out by the application of a phial. Two serum phials are
available for use. As a rule, the stimulation has a strong but brief effect. The
stimulation phials will be disposed on the whole of the face and then the
zones to be treated will be insisted on by small circular movements. Leave to
rest for 5 minutes before continuing the care.

3. The massage
For the massage one of the two creams (Bio-active or Intensive Cream) is
used on its own or mixed with part of the chosen serum phial. This mixture
increases the effect of the cream. It is not compulsory but is recommended
when the repair phial has been chosen, for example, as in the case of
blotches. Of course, only observation and analysis enables to determine the
priorities and the choice of phials and possible mixtures.

4. The mask
As for the massage, the Mask Cream can be used on its own or mixed with
part of the phial. This mixture enables to modify the structure of the mask.
The rest time is approximately 15 minutes. Please note that this mask does
not dry up.
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The mixtures with the phials
As with a phial, the serum is used in full during the care, in the assumption that
where you choose to mix the phial with the cream and the mask, the proportions
must be thought about. This reflection opens the door to a larger development of
the care in the beauty centre, because depending on the chosen proportions, the
effects will obviously vary.
For, it must be known that each mixture, whatever the proportion chosen,
leads to the creation of a NEW PRODUCT. Admittedly, an unstable product
that needs to be used immediately, but still a product with effects of its own.
Therefore, thanks to this characteristic, BIOFIL enables to obtain personalized
beauty centre cares that accentuate the results even more. With these mixtures, the
cytophylactie finds all its dimension and allows all audacities. The mixtures’
technique give the beauty centre care a more personalized orientation. It will be
possible to modulate the different stages (stimulation, massage, mask) so as to better
define the problems to be treated. In the beginning, it must be realized that each
phase has its own effect :

1. Stimulation
Its effect will be to begin the care, a sort of starter, wakening of the skin. This
phase must be put into evidence in the case of colourless skin missing
brightness or when it is necessary to give a little « lift » to the tired face. The
assimilation time of the active matter is approximately 6 to 8 hours.

2. Massage or Modelling
Its effect is far deeper and fundamental. It’s the moment where the structure of
the skin is worked upon. Moreover, a slow massage favours this effect. This
phase stands out when restructuring of the skin is wanted. For example,
wrinkles, dry skin, fortifying,... Here, the assimilation time of the active matter
is particularly long as it may last up to 3 to 4 days.

3. The application of the mask
Its effect is essentially double : «To sooth and to favour blackhead and spot
elimination». Schematically : «To sooth» in the case of blotches and «To favour
blackhead and spot elimination» in the case of acne. The assimilation time of
the active matter has a duration of 18 to 24 hours.
To favorite a type of treatment, you must put at least a half of phial selected in the
phase choised. The remaining of phial is separated or not between the order phases.
For exemple, If you decide to realize a soothing treatement, you must mix a half of
phial selected with the Mask cream. The rest of the phial could be separate eg 1/3 in
stimulation and 2/3 mix with the cream.
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Treatment Step by Step
1. Cleansing with Bio-active milk and Bio-active Lotion
2. Mixture of the Mask cream with the Bio-active Lotion to complete the
cleansing
3. Selection of the cream(s) (Bio-active, Intensive, Fluid) and the phial(s) (Cellular,
Intensive) which may be used according to the observation and the analysis
4. Selection of the type of treatment among the 3 possibilities : Stimulation,
restructuring or soothing according to the observation and the analysis.
5. Division of the phial according to the treatment selected
6. Application of the part of the phial decided upon in the phase of stimulation.
6. Mixture of the Phial with the cream. Don't forget to add a few drops of
massage oil this mixture. And, Realization of the massage for the phase of
restructuring .
7. Application of the Mask mixed with the remaining part of phial in the phase of
soothing or spot elimination
8. After having taken off the mask, application the Bio-active fluid
9. Plannification of the home treatment according to the result obtained
The selected phial(s) and the mixtures are always used completely

The home care
As quite obviously the objective of the BIOFIL treatment is to give back the skin
cells a new vigour in the way of restabilizing the whole of the skin, it is essential to
prescribe home care to be done daily. As for BIOFIL one of the priorities is to
avoid wastage, the basic home treatment will be made up of MILK, LOTION and
a CREAM, either the Intensive or the Bio-active cream. Daily use, morning and
evening, of these three products is a minimum to be done in order to obtain a true
result at the cellular revitalization level.
In certain cases, the use of the mask cream turns out to be essential. It is used after
having meticuously cleaned the face and put on the care cream. It is left to rest for
10 minutes and is taken off with warm water. After, a little bit of care cream is put
back on. The effect of this mask is astonishing, which is why it may be advised as a
complement to the basic treatment while taking care not to put it on more than 2 to
3 times a week. Thanks to its cytological composition, it constitutes on its own a
regenerator and a revitalizer that should not be neglected.
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The serum phial cure at home
Sometimes, phial cures may also be considered. It’s a more intensive treatment with
average term effects. Which means that the cytology demands a cellular assimilation
of the information. Sometimes this may take several weeks before seeing the
optimal result appear. Despite this delay caused by the skin’s natural process, the
result cannot be compared with.

Serum Phials cure
This is a more intensive treatment with average term effects. It is made up of two
boxes of 12 phials (all the same type or not) used in the following way :
The cure is made up of three parts : firstly, the administration of 12 phials, one
every two days. Secondly, a rest period of 3 weeks should be respected. Thirdly, this
cure ends with a further administration of 12 phials, one every two days.

Morning :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of Phials Cellular serum - The rest time is approximately 5 min.
3. Application of the cream selected as day cream.

Evening :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the rest of Phials Cellular serum - The rest time is approximately
5 min.
3. Application of the cream selected as nigth cream.
Obviously, while carrying out the cure (which takes approximately 3 months), the
milk, lotion and care cream continues to be used as :

Morning :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the cream selected as day cream.

Evening :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the cream selected as nigth cream.
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The serum phial cure at home
Regeneration Care
This care has a duration of one month with a rhythm of 3 days. The following
products are recommended : Bio-active Milk, Lotion Milk, Intensive Cream, Bioactive Fluid, Mask-Cream, 12 phials of Cellular Serum.

FIRST DAY
Morning :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the Bio-active Fluid as day cream.

Evening :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the Intensive Cream as night cream.

SECOND DAY
Morning :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of HALF of Phials Cellular serum - The rest time is approximately
5 mn.
3. Application of the Bio-active Fluid as day cream.

Evening :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application the rest of Phials Cellular serum - The rest time is approximately 5
mn.
3. Application of the Intensive Cream as night cream.

THIRD DAY
Morning :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the Bio-active Fluid as day cream.

Evening :
1. Cleansing of the face with Bio-active Milk and Lotion Milk.
2. Application of the Mask-cream - The rest time is approximately 15 mn.
3. Application of the Intensive Cream as night cream.
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Stretch marks
Metabolism
The stretch marks are caused by a purely mechanical phenomenon. A tightness on
the skin (pregnancy, weight gain, ...) that causes a tightness in the
“RETICULAIRE” fibres network.
These fibres have the same origin as the collagen, namely the Tropo-collagen.
During the formation of the collagen fibres, the Tropo-collagens all gather in the
same way. Whereas, in the case of the “réticulaire” fibres, the Tropo-collagens
arrange themselves perpendicularly in such a way that they form a network. This
will arrange itself in an intermediate layer between the dermis and the epidermis.
Therefore it is this network that can no longer stand the tightness and that will
become distended, causing stretch marks. The only solution to avoid them is the
prevention. Once appeared, it is possible to tone them down but the treatment can
turn out very long and tedious because the application of the Intensive cream must
be done daily.

Stretch mark prevention
The existing stretch mark treatment must not make us forget the possibility of
prevention of such a problem. For this, during pregnancy, the Bio-active cream
should be put on the stomach, thighs and bust daily during the first few months and
the Intensive cream at the end of the pregnancy when the weight gain is more
important.
Put the Bio-active Fluid on the legs every day for circulation problems. Follow the
treatment during the quarter that follows childbirth so as to regenerate the the
mother’s vitamin reserves.

Recent stretch marks
We consider as recent stretch marks those that do not exceed six months of age. In
this case, it is important to act with caution as they are still too « fresh ».
Consequently, a preparation period is necessary. It will be done with the use at
home of a Bio-active lotion and Intensive cream. After, it may be possible to
propose Intensive serum cures which accelerate the treatment.

Older stretch marks
A beauty centre care may be done directly composed of the Intensive serum. The
frequency varies between one to three cares per month. At home, the Intensive
cream will be used combined with Intensive serum phial cares.
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The Psoriasis
Origin
Discovered by Robert William (1757-1812), the psoriasis has a genetical origin and
is considered as being part of the leprosy group. Three genes on the sixth
chromosome have the « Psoriasis » information. The trigger factor is of an
emotional type (stress, strong emotions, grief,...). To develop this skin problem,
there must be a convergence between the genetic potentiality (HLA Marker) and the
trigger factor.

Cellular metabolism
This genetic illness essentially concerns the keratinocyte cell carriers of the
« Psoriasis » genes. Activated after an emotional shock, they take control of the cell
and force it to reproduce itself faster. Hence an increase of polyhedral cells with a
need of additional nutriments entailing an important blood inflow.
As,
unfortunately, the keratinization process is not influenced, this non-eliminated
cellular surplus causes the skin consequences well known to this affection. It is to
be noted that the keratinocytes act “under influence” but their cellular structure
remains intact.

BIOFIL treatment
After a meticulous preparation with the Bio-active lotion, put the INTENSIVE
cream on the zones concerned, every morning and evening. For more effectiveness,
do not use too much of the product. The treatment is done in its totality at home.
The cytological action will be to supply the keratinocyte cells an information
destined to calm the abnormal mitosis triggered off by the activation of the genes.
Rapidly the skin regains its normal aspect and an organization of applications must
be foreseen so as to prevent a further and more serious outbreak of the affection.
The BIOFIL treatment, and as for that matter all others, cannot pretend to
eliminate the Psoriasis. Therefore it remains a palliative. The solution would be to
remove these three genes by genetic manipulation (which is not our subject).
The only medical treatment able to associate efficiently with BIOFIL is the PUVA
therapy. Indeed, it consists in destroying the surplus polyhedral cells stemming from
the excessive mitosis of the keratinocytes but without acting at the source. While
BIOFIL acts at the source by limiting the mitosis process hence the production of
polyhedral cells but without being able to act on the surplus already existing. This
surplus having to be eliminated by the classical process of the keratinization. In this
way, the combination of the two techniques may give an even more rapid result.
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The sun protection
This protection is made with the Bio-active Fluid. It owns a filtre whose exposure
value is 14/16 which corresponds on our ladder to the index just under the
sunblock (16). The particularity of this product is that it is possible to use it for all
the phototypes, just as much with children as with adults. The trick is to « play » on
the application frequences in the following way :
z From the beginning of sun exposure until the appearance of a first tan, a
small amount of fluid is to be put on the face and the whole of the body
HOURLY. Obviously, depending on the phototype, the length of time
for a tan to appear varies, and may never even appear, especially for the
phototypes 0 - I
z From the tan to the more pronounced tanning, a small amount of fluid is
to be put on the face and the whole of the body EVERY TWO HOURS.
z When the suntan has appeared, it is only necessary to put a small amount
of the fluid on the face and the whole of the body TWICE a day, once in
the MORNING and once in the AFTERNOON.
After EVERY exposure to the sun and the UVA, a small amount of Bio-active
fluid should be put on the face and the whole of the body so as to both “fix” the
tan but above all avoid too great a skin dehydration.
Following the example of all the Biofil products, the fluid contains cytological
extracts in order to revitalize the cells and among others the “MENALOCYTES”.
By this very fact, everyone who uses the fluid notices that it also acts as a sort of
suntan activator.
It is for this reason that it is recommended to propose it to UVA beauty centre
lovers - the fluid should be put on before and after every session - because the tan
will be quicker, more harmonious and without risk as the skin will be constantly
revitalized from the inside.
Finally, for children, especially the younger ones, who tend to be constantly out in
the sun, there must be no hesitation in putting on the fluid at least once every hour.
These applications should not stop the child or baby from being covered with a teeshirt and a hat.
In the case where all these prescriptions have been respected, we can certify a
harmonious, rapid and safe suntan because the regenerative and revitalizer aspect of
the fluid is there to prevent all skin weaknesses.
Nevertheless, we can only recommend caution in this area because the UVA and
especially the UVB radiances remain harmful for the skin and contribute to its
premature ageing without forgetting the ever present risk of cancer.
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Special treatment
Annexed to all these standard beauty cares, BIOFIL offers the chance to start on an
impressive series of more special treatments. It is impossible to describe them all,
but two main classifications appear.
Problems of vascular origin (varices, varicose veins, ...) and of regenerator origin
(eczemas, burns, chapping, ...). However, the control of the causes assures a longlasting solution. Unfortunately, it is not always possible, while staying in the
cosmetics domaine, to have this control.
It is pointless to say that in the case of eczema, only the healing and skin
reinforcement effects may be kept. On the contrary, the slight burns, chapping,
small stretch marks, bedsores due to prolonged bed confinement are solutioned
rapidly. Excellent results are obtained for the treatment of pigmentation marks that
are due to photosensibilization phenomena or ageing.
The venous problems have to be approached in a specific way. That is, firstly, an
action on the vascularization with the Bio-active fluid by daily application on the
legs, and secondly by an action on the regeneration with the Intensive cream and
the intensive serum by local and regular applications. The union of these two
aspects of treatment has for consequence to stabilize the phenomenon.
At the present state of knowledge, to eliminate the existing varices with cosmetic
products is impossible. However, the venous treatment will have a contraindication for all persons developing a cardio-vascular illness. Therefore, before
undertaking the slightest treatment, medical advice should be sought.

Conclusion
Biofil is an original, global and particular concept that makes use of the strength of
the cytological extracts. The knowledge in this domain is in perpetual progress and
force is to recognize that the results obtained are there to prove the extreme
efficiency of this avant-garde technology.
The practical application of this file and the products enable to create credible and
personal treatments.

BIOFIL, the Passion of Efficiency
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BIOFIL LABORATORY
www.biofil.eu
Eight products and many applications

Attestations
When suffering from Psoriasis in March 1997, I used beauty products from the
BIOFIL Laboratory on my skin. After two months of daily applications, I noticed
with satisfaction the total disappearance of all traces of the problem. Since June
1997, no new traces of psoriasis have reappeared.
Mr. F. Tutenel
Rue Gribelle, 3
B - 5575 Gedinne
Suffering from Psoriasis for many years, I tried all sorts of products without
observing the slightest effect. Therefore, after being informed by my beautician of
the results obtained with the Biofil products, every morning I rubbed into the
affected zones and notably into the scalp, the Bio-active Fluid. Two months later,
no further traces were visible. Due to this, a year later I consider myself as “cured”.
I would like everyone suffering from psoriasis to one day try the Bio-active Fluid.
Mrs. Ilona Pfeiffer
Neue Weg, 28
B – 4750 Weywertz

The skin on my face was very spoilt (dry skin, blackheads, etc.). I had tried in
vain different brands before using the Biofil products. These, after only a few days,
brought me a true well-being. Since, my skin has found its radiance and softness
again, it is no longer dry and the blackheads have vanished. I have at last found a
healthy and supple skin. I greatly recommend these products as I have never before
had results so convincing and rapid.
Mme C. Pizzuto
Place de Trèves, 6
F – 54500 Nancy
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